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Arctech Solar has ambitious plans. The Chinese manufacturer of
tracking and racking systems is currently ranked fourth in worldwide tracker sales. In 2018 the company installed close to 1.7 GW
of trackers. The racking and tracking supplier is not only growing and expanding with the global PV market, but is also taking
an active leadership role in product innovation.
I have known Arctech’s global business president, Guy Rong,
since the time I was based in China for pv magazine (20102013). When we first met, Guy was still working for a solar panel
manufacturer and it is this closeness to the cell and module
industry that led to Arctech’s revolutionary SkySmart tracker
in 2018. The Arctech team had carefully watched the technology ramp-up of leading Chinese cell and module manufacturers and anticipated that bifacial glass-glass modules would be
the next big step for the industry.

market will further expand as the manufacturer embarks on
BIPV solutions. In the following pages you can read more about
Arctech’s technology, its groundbreaking R&D, its projects in
various markets, and its customer-centric philosophy. Combining all these strengths, Arctech Solar is poised to increase
its market share in the years ahead.


Eckhart K. Gouras

Photo: pv magazine

SkySmart’s innovative two-in-portrait design keeps getting better
and this May, Arctech launched the next-generation SkySmart2,
which further boosts performance while lowering project capex.
Optimizing energy output with bifacial panels is a complex
undertaking and integrating Arctech’s tracking technology can
maximize the output of bifacial arrays in a wide range of environments, including steep slopes of up to 20%. This flexibility opens
up new real estate for PV and tracker deployments.
Now celebrating a decade in business, Arctech Solar is forging
ahead as a market leader with continued global expansion. The
company’s holistic approach to product offerings in the solar PV

Guy Rong, president of Arctech Solar’s global business, with Eckhart Gouras, publisher of pv magazine, in Shanghai, China.
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Diversified
innovation
Over the past decade, China has become the PV industry’s global
manufacturing powerhouse, and Arctech Solar is a giant in the solar
tracking and racking system segment. According to IHS Markit and
Wood Mackenzie data, the company ranked fourth in the world for
tracker shipments in 2018 and first for cumulative racking and tracking
installation capacity.

W

Arctech Solar employees work on the company’s
automatic steel production line.
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ith more than 19 GW of capacity installed across more than 700
projects in 24 countries, Arctech Solar has
become one of the world’s leading manufacturers of solar tracking and racking
equipment. Cai Hao, the founder and
board chairman of Arctech Solar, recently
met with pv magazine to share the company’s shining success story as it celebrates
its first decade in business.

At the turn of the millennium, Hao established his own steel business after a short
stint working for a foreign company. First
entering into steel parts and then structures, the entrepreneur actively pursued
construction projects in Suzhou. However,
his company struggled with frequent market instability and he began searching for a
more steady business model.
By chance, Hao learned that solar PV
projects relied heavily on steel for their
supporting racking structures, and that
the Chinese government was encouraging the growth and development of the
PV industry at that time. Accordingly, he
decided to initially enter the market as a
supplier of solar racking equipment in
2009. His company, Arctech Solar, took
off alongside the rapid development of
China’s PV industry, and quickly became
a major racking system supplier.
But Hao eventually started looking
beyond module mounting systems as he
sought to further expand his business. In
2013, he set his eyes on developing tracking systems, as he could see the potential
for higher profits, despite the significant
technology barriers. Arctech Solar’s international experience gave it insight into
how tracker technology could be adopted
outside of China, and Hao knew that PV
investors around the globe would eventually start to expect higher power generation yields. After roughly five years in
the tracker space, Arctech Solar now is the
largest tracker supplier in China, and the
fourth largest globally.
Throughout the rapid development of
the company, Hao developed a conservative financial business model, while simultaneously investing heavily in research
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Based on the mass potential for BIPV in the future,
“Arctech
Solar may have its next transformation
”
and development. Arctech Solar has continuously invested considerable portions
of its revenue into R&D. But the company
has avoided bringing products into the
market too quickly, in favor of spending
significant time on product testing. The
company’s latest innovation is a building
integrated system it developed in early
2017 to provide 12 MW of capacity on its
own factory roof. After seeing it successfully withstand heavy rain, typhoons and
snowstorms, Arctech Solar is now bringing the product to the global market.

In-house production
Hao has also insisted on in-house production rather than outsourcing, which is
the prevailing strategy of the racking industry. He says that this provides Arctech the
ability to control quality, cost and the most
important issue to a project: delivery time.
Hao believes that this has served as a competitive advantage that has allowed Arctech
Solar to beat out competitors who regularly
struggle to meet project timelines.
Another way the company has remained
competitive financially is its conservative
approach to cooperation with its partners. In both China and overseas markets,
Arctech works with strong and reputable
investors and EPCs and strives to keep
account receivables as low as possible. Hao
says that the financial status of Arctech
Solar is extremely sound due to this strategy, which has helped the company survive
challenging times in the industry.
Arctech began its internationalization
process in India in 2015, and then moved
into Japan, the United Kingdom, Southeast Asia, the United States, Africa and
the Middle East. The company is now

expanding into Australia, Latin America
and Southern Europe.
Arctech Solar breaks its global markets into three segments. Its core market
is China, while its key markets are Southeast Asia, Latin America, the Middle East
and Australia. It currently treats Europe as
a reserve market. However, as time goes
on, the company plans to have its reserve
markets grow into key markets, where it
will dedicate greater effort.
Hao practices a unique management
style, which is a combination of Western business science and traditional Chinese philosophy. He praises the precision
of Western management technology, but
he also values the humanized measures
rooted in ancient Chinese management
skills. He believes that the perfect combination of the two is the dream solution to
business leadership.
He says that in order to achieve the company’s vision to become the world’s top
manufacturer of solar tracking and racking systems, Arctech Solar must lead by
“creatively satisfying customer’s needs with
diversified innovation.” He emphasizes that
the company must differentiate itself from
its competitors by satisfying customer current needs and creating new products or
even new markets for its customers, in
order keep the industry moving forward.
The company’s newly developed
building integrated roof system offering is where he wants to lead innovation in the market. Based on the mass
potential for BIPV in the future, Arctech
Solar may have its next transformation –
with a much larger market lying ahead
– waiting for Hao and Arctech Solar to
explore. 
Vincent Shaw
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Cai Hao founded Arctech Solar 10 years ago and has
grown the company to become China’s largest PV
mounting manufacturer.
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A decade of
Arctech Solar is celebrating its 10th anniversary in the solar PV
industry. The manufacturer has vastly extended its global reach
in this time, with operational locations around the world. Today,
Arctech Solar has supplied its solar tracking and racking system
to support approximately 19 GW of PV capacity. With more than
700 projects installed across 24 countries, the company says that
it will continue to grow its product offering and expand to further
international markets in the years to come.

Arctech Solar
USA

Arctech Solar
Mexico

∙ Company founded
in Kunshan, China

∙ Entered India
market
∙ Became #1 tracker
supplier in India
∙ Began design
and production of
fixed structures

∙ Began design
and production of
tracking systems
∙ Entered Greek
market

∙ Launched
Arctracker Pro
tracking solution
∙ Entered Japan and
UK markets

2009

6

2012

2013

2014

2015
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mounting PV
Arctech Solar
Spain

Arctech Solar
UAE

∙ Entered Southeast
Asia market
∙ Ranked #5 tracker
supplier worldwide

2016

∙ Launched SkySmart
tracking system

∙ Launched SkyLine
tracking system

∙ Entered U.S., Africa
and Middle East
markets

∙ Entered Australia,
Latin America and
South European
markets

∙ Ranked #1 for
cumulatively
installed fixed and
tracking mounting
systems globally
∙ Ranked #4 tracker
supplier worldwide

2017
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∙ Ranked #1 for
cumulatively
installed fixed and
tracking mounting
systems globally
∙ Ranked #4 tracker
supplier worldwide

2018

Arctech Solar
India

Arctech Solar
China

Arctech Solar
Japan

∙ Developed BIPV
solution
∙ Launched
SkySmart 2
tracking system

Arctech Solar
Australia

∙ Engineered
new generation
controller

2019
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Tracking the global  
As the cost of PV continues to fall and climate change concerns simultaneously grow, widespread adoption
of solar is taking place at the global level. But growing a business internationally requires a strategic vision
to ensure successful market penetration and stability. Guy Rong, president of Arctech Solar’s global business,
recently spoke to pv magazine about the solar tracking and racking market, to provide insight on what it takes
to become a global leader.
PV investors are pursuing lower energy costs for their PV projects – how does racking play into this?
Even though every company would tend to overrate the importance of its own product
within a complicated system, the module mounting system is particularly important to
a PV project. Sometimes the mounting system not only contributes to the profitability
but actually determines the feasibility of the project – it is a matter of “to be or not to
be.” Our experienced pre-sales service team can provide customers with the best solution possible. However, sometimes bidding can be meaningless, and when our careful calculations show that profitability is not guaranteed, we recommend to not move
forward with that project.

“

We hold our
own production
lines for all of our
products, rather
than the common
prevailing mode
of outsourcing

”

Arctech Solar has expanded outside of China over the past several years. Can you
talk more about the internationalization of the company?
In 2015, we started our overseas business at a large scale in India. At that time, we had
just a few people doing international marketing for the company. We had identified
India as an opportunity, and put the majority of our bets into developing that specific
market – and India’s market boomed during that period. In 2015, we received orders
for more than 600 MW of racking, and in 2016 we had more than 700 MW of tracker
orders. Meanwhile, we began to explore additional markets such as the United States,
Japan, Southeast Asia, Australia and Latin America while our business was growing in
India. And eventually we yielded our gains in 2018 – because of our early preparations
in these other booming markets.
What is your global outlook on other major markets for the company and how did
Arctech expand in these markets?
Since 2018, Mexico, Australia and Vietnam have become our major markets due to
their quick development in the PV sector. Taking Mexico as an example, we launched
into the market in Q1 2017. Within around six months, we had formed our local sales
team, and participated in several local PV conferences. We found the Mexican market is highly connected with the Spanish market, and many investors and EPCs came
from Spain and other European countries. Soon after, we quickly set up our branch in
Spain to support our business in Mexico, which worked well.
Are there global markets where trackers have been more heavily adopted than others?
Several years ago, we saw that there are different preferences across countries. In China,
even with a compelling case for trackers, our customers would choose racking. However, in the U.S., even without a sales proposition, most customers would choose tracker
systems. Later, we found that in Australia, Southern Europe, the Middle East and even
Africa, most customers prefer trackers. But of course, there are exceptions. For example, the largest built PV project in the Middle East, 1.17 GW, used fixed tilt racking
rather than trackers.
What are the determining factors for customers to decide to choose racking or trackers for their systems?
Land limitations of a project greatly influence the ROI model, and sometimes using
racking will generate a higher ROI than using a tracker. Actually, this is why the Indian
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   PV market
Photo: Arctech Solar

market went back to being a rack market in
late 2017. Racking systems can load more
PV than a tracker system on land with limited area.
Only by comprehensive calculation can we
tell our customer which system is better for
a particular PV project. Choosing racking
or tracking depends on multiple factors.
This is why the module mounting system
is a crucial part of the entire PV project.
Sometimes the situation is very complicated, so we have a large, experienced presales service team to help our customers
find the best solution.
There are several manufacturers in the
market, so what differentiates Arctech
Solar from its main competitors?
I think the most powerful competitive
advantage of Arctech is our production
capabilities. We hold our own production
lines for all of our products, rather than
the common prevailing mode of outsourcing. Based on this unique characteristic, we
can control the most important factor in a
PV project: providing the best lead time to
meet customers’ timelines. In a typical PV
project, the rack or tracker system is usually decided very late but is required to arrive on site first, ahead of other components.
Mounting system suppliers have a very short delivery time allotted, and we can do it
very well because we control our production.
Being based in China, which has very low steel costs – and with steel being the major
material of our products – we have a cost advantage.
And lastly, Arctech has a comprehensive product mix, so we are capable of meeting and
fulfilling all kinds of technical requirements. No matter where the project is, no matter the terrain, no matter the project bidding requirements or different local concerns
– we always have an appropriate solution for our customer to deploy.

Guy Rong is the president of Arctech Solar’s global
business.

The 5/31 policy of 2018 greatly influenced the PV industry. How did Arctech Solar
respond to the resulting fluctuation of the market?
We have had almost no negative impact from 5/31 in the last year. The company recorded
a 30% sales increase in our domestic market. We treat the China market as our home
market and always put our main focus on it. However, we control our sales and concentrate on “good” projects.
What do you believe are the next market trends for racking and trackers?
Since the module mounting system is an essential part of any solar project, there will be
continuous growth along with the development of the PV market. With declining PV
subsidies, grid parity projects are more and more popular. Additional attention needs
to be paid to power generation and project performance by investors and this will drive
trackers’ popularity and utilization. Furthermore, we believe the BIPV market is going
to move forward quickly – and we are preparing for this. 


Interview by Vincent Shaw
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Crossing industry  
Risen Energy is an integrated manufacturer of wafers and modules, but the growing Chinese PV company is also a
global developer and EPC provider. Jian Xie, president of Risen Energy, recently met with pv magazine to discuss
the company’s growth, markets and strategic approach to running a multifaceted enterprise.
Risen Energy has an interesting position in the market with a varied industry segment offering. How is business in 2019?
This year is quite a fruitful year for Risen – we have had very good growth on shipment
volume, revenue and profitability.

If any new
“
technology can

raise the IRR or
bring down the
LCOE, then we
will deploy it,
and tracking is a
good example
of that

”

To what do you attribute these strong results?
Two years ago, there was a shift in the company strategy and we now have more than
5 GW of cell capacity for high-efficiency PERC products. It was really good timing for
Risen with the PERC segment being strong with stable pricing, and this has built into
the good growth and performance this year.
Of course, Risen Energy isn’t only a cell and module maker – it is also a project developer in certain key markets. How has the project side of the business performed?
This year, Risen has made good progress with developing projects. We have two big
projects in Australia, two in Vietnam, and also projects in other markets like Kazakhstan and Mexico. We are very active, particularly in new, emerging markets. And we
are particularly familiar with the Asia-Pacific (APAC) region. At the moment we have
a 5 GW [project] pipeline. In Australia alone, we have 2 GW of capacity in development. For the next three to five years, Risen will do quite well in the project business.
PV project development has longer investment cycles than module manufacturing,
and it can be much more capital intensive. Is it a challenge to balance this?
Project development does rely heavily on capital, and that is why we always take a careful approach and do things step by step. Risen builds around 1 GW of projects each year,
and balances between the project and the manufacturing business. We are not overly
aggressive on our projects.
So, you believe something approaching 9.1 GW of production capacity and around
1 GW of projects under construction is a good balance in the 2019 market?
Yes, I do. And I have to add again that it is 10 GW of module capacity, of which 5 GW
is high-efficiency cells.
Some of Risen Energy’s projects have included solar trackers. Why did you make the
decision to use trackers for some projects?
As a project investor, Risen is focused on IRR and LCOE. If any new technology can
raise the IRR or bring down the LCOE, then we will deploy it, and tracking is a good
example of that. But I must say, it depends on the location and scenario. We rely on
our engineers, who calculate very precisely as to whether it’s best to use tracking or to
deploy fixed mounting structures. We will evaluate each case, and it depends on the
environment, and what our knowledgeable engineers recommend.
In years past, there have been concerns about the reliability of trackers, simply due
to the fact that you are introducing moving parts to a solar array. Does Risen Energy
have confidence in tracking technology today?
Today, we are confident to deploy tracking systems – but reliability is the most impor-
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  segments
Photo: Risen Energy Co.

tant factor in a project for us. So, we always ensure that we have high quality for any
component – including tracking systems. But if the components meet our high standards and requirements, then they are reliable enough for a project to operate well.
Risen Energy has worked with Arctech Solar for both tracking systems and fixed tilt
mounting structures. How did that relationship develop?
We have a very good relationship with Arctech – it is more of a partnership. Risen does
not supply trackers or mounting systems, and Arctech does not produce modules or
[focus on the] upstream business. So, we are a good fit for each other. This why I call
the relationship a partnership.
How important has this partnership been to Risen Energy’s project business?
It has been quite important for us. For each project we need a mounting system, whether
it’s tracking or fixed. For each project, our engineering team runs calculations and
designs, and we work with Arctech for the best solution for the system. We work very
well together on almost every project [that Risen develops].
For Chinese solar producers, right across the supply chain, international markets are
important – notwithstanding the size of the Chinese domestic market. Both Risen
and Arctech have considerable experience working outside of China. What do you
think is the key to succeeding outside of China as a Chinese manufacturer?
Quality, service and reasonable pricing are the key elements for our success in the market. We put quality as number one – with very high criteria and standards for all of our
products. We also provide very good service – “in time” service. Almost everyone can
provide good service, but providing solutions when the customer needs it is important.
Our mission is to provide clean energy to the world – so our projects must be very good
and have a reasonable price. High prices can’t be supported by customers and investors,
and too low pricing does not provide the reasonable margin that allows us to invest in
R&D and new products to continue to drive down LCOE.

Jian Xie is the president of diversified solar PV
company Risen Energy Co. Ltd.

That sounds like it requires the development of in-country, on-the-ground teams.
You have spoken about quite geographically diverse markets – how have you gone
about building those teams?
Risen is growing into an international company. We have employed a lot of local team
members in Mexico, in Australia and in Vietnam, as examples. We have sales teams,
after-sales service, and of course quality.
Again, that requires investment.
As an international company, we have to keep making investments, which means not
only in equipment and technology, but also in human resources, and on developing
market channels.
What is on the horizon? What is coming up?
Risen is a tier-one company in the global solar market with an increasing production
capacity. But we will balance our capacity expansion with global demand growth – and
be in the top three. Risen will continue to invest in development, working on projects
of around 1 GW each year across the next three to five years, and invest more resources,
in terms of capital, in this. Our company will continue to invest in technology, service
and products to keep a good brand and reputation in the market. We want to be a reliable partner for the solar industry and the world. 
Interview by Jonathan Gifford
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Procuring for global  
Established in 2002, IB Vogt is a global solar PV developer that operates in more than 55 countries around the
world. Patrick Zenker, the company’s procurement director, recently spoke with pv magazine to discuss solar
tracking system technology, as well as supplier considerations and potential new global markets.
Can you explain the process that IB Vogt goes through to select a tracker supplier?
What we generally do is first look at the project location as the base case scenario. The
selection criteria are of course restricted, but not limited in terms of project timelines,
site conditions, layout aspects, logistics and supply chains. We are very much an environmental company, and we consider our footprint with our supplier portfolio. This
means that when we are doing projects in Asia, our main supplier portfolio shall be
located or at least produce in Asia; if we do business in Europe, we aim to remain with a
European portfolio. This reduces the supply chain risk and the environmental footprint.
In the end, we want to strengthen the regional markets and support the local industry.
Whether we do business in the Netherlands or Indonesia, if we can buy locally produced materials, we aim to do that.
Of course, but even when limit yourself to local suppliers, you are still left with a big
selection, as there are many tracker suppliers in the United States, Europe and Asia.
How do you determine which one should be your supplier?
Some of the key criteria are the assembly speed of a tracker, quick supply after receiving
the Notice to Proceed, the track record, and even benchmarking, if competitors choose
the tracker solution for their projects.

“

From a utility-scale perspective,
there is potential for trackers to
be deployed all over the world

”

And since you have such a diverse supplier
portfolio resulting from activity all over the
world, what can you tell us about quality
concerns in the business?
For steel components, we look [at] the origin
of the material. There you have a relatively
small availability in the market. The strongest
key suppliers provide high-quality steel components, amazing quality zinc cover for longlasting guarantee purposes, and we recognize
this as a core milestone of decision making
to choose A, B or C as our supplier. So raw
material is a key item for the [quality] selection of the supplier.

What about bankability? Do you test that?
Well, we have repeatable questionnaires to ensure all bankability criteria raised by
banks, lenders and technical advisors will be considered and are available at any stage
of a project. Based on these underlying criteria, we always check the balance sheets,
conduct audits, review supply chain expertise and look at the quality of staff. In detail
that means that we check what the engineering looks like, what the team backgrounds
are and what the general experience is in the industry.
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   PV development

Patrick Zenker is the director of procurement
at IB Vogt.

IB Vogt has been working with Arctech Solar for trackers and mounting structures.
How long have you been installing their products?
Working together usually starts with relationships. And of course, you meet once, and
you don’t always do business together the day after you first meet. It is always a process. I
traced Arctech for a couple of years and we decided two years ago to utilize them in one
of our Asian projects. To date, we are working on three projects. The first project is gridconnected, a second one about to run and a third project is currently under construction.
Can you tell us about tracker markets more generally? Where do you currently see
the most potential?
The tracker market is relatively new in comparison to the PV industry. We recognized
tracker technology industrially and commercially some years ago, especially while developing projects in the United States. The global market potential is enormous, and we
estimate the potential for trackers [at] about 120 GW to 150 GW over the next five years.
There is potential all over the world, even under climate conditions we never expected,
to see a moving single-axis tracker solution – thanks to bifacial technology. 


Interview by Marian Willuhn
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Strategic development
in India
ReNew Power is one of India’s leading renewable energy developers. The company has installed close to
1.6 GW of solar capacity since its inception in 2011. ReNew Power’s chief operating officer, Parag Sharma,
recently spoke to pv magazine about challenges and opportunities in the Indian solar market, and the
company’s future plans.
India has taken the title of the world’s lowest-cost solar electricity producer. Do you
see costs going down further?
Solar power tariffs are firming up. At one point, they dropped to INR 2.44 ($0.03)/kWh
in 2017. Now they are back to the range of INR 2.60-2.65/kWh. Considering that there
are limited areas with good radiation that are near Power Grid Corp. of India’s substations – and that there are evacuation constraints in those areas – it will not be easy to
reach those INR 2.44/kWh numbers again soon. As you might be aware, the interstate
transmission system (ISTS) charges waiver is only applicable until March 2022. Once
that goes away, tariffs will further increase.
How are global developments, particularly the U.S.-China trade war, impacting the
Indian solar market? And what can India do to make the most of it?
The basic fact is that India is not competitive in terms of costs when it comes to manufacturing solar modules, all of the trade barriers, or the U.S.-China trade war, are not
going to change the basic equation much. However, from a developer’s perspective, we
are subjected to increased foreign exchange risk, which impacts projects in the pipeline.

Photos: ReNew Power

This 143 MW ReNew Power solar project is installed in
Telangana, India.
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fine in taking some reasonable risks
“ We are
to gain early mover advantage
”
Which sectors in India offer the greatest growth potential?
We are looking at new forms of renewables which are starting in India. Now, we are
starting to see floating solar, offshore wind, hybrid wind-solar, and then, also coupling
with storage. With the increased penetration of renewables into the grid, there is a need
for energy storage to manage intermittency. Solar Energy Corp. of India has already
come up with a large renewable energy-linked storage tender – we foresee many such
tenders to be rolled out in near future.
What is your strategy to claim the market?
Being one of the leading developers in India, we are evaluating all the aforementioned
technologies. In terms of evaluating new technologies, we do thorough due diligence
and make our moves where we foresee techno-commercial viability, and in this process
we are fine in taking some reasonable risks to gain early mover advantage.
The global market for solar trackers grew by 20% in 2018, as the Middle East emerged
as the top growth market, with a year-on–year expansion of 96%. How do you
explain what is happening in India?
In India, the tracker market is down significantly. For the last two years, the tracker
market has seen little growth. The primary reason for this is the drop in PV module prices. Now, oversizing leads to better levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) than
tracker systems. That’s the reason why, for the time being, nobody is installing trackers in India. Things may change, however, once there is more large-scale adoption
of bifacial technology.
What are ReNew Power’s requirements in selecting products? How do you determine
which partners you work with?
We largely look at the state of technology, standard features and long-term value that
the product creates for us. While evaluating our partners, apart from techno-commercial attractiveness, we evaluate their credentials and experience, execution, O&M capability – and obviously, quality.

Parag Sharma is the chief operating officer of
ReNew Power.

You have selected Arctech Solar as a partner over other manufacturers, with almost
500 MW of capacity built using its trackers. Why have you chosen the company for
most of your projects?
As a matter of fact, Arctech Solar is one of the worldwide leaders in tracking solutions. At that time, [the] value proposition really suited us. And that’s the reason why
we went for them.
Since prices of mono PERC and other high-efficiency modules have come down
dramatically in recent years, Arctech Solar has also received many inquiries for the
tracker plus high-efficiency module combination. Do you think it will be a technical
trend in the Indian market?
The entire supply chain worldwide is shifting towards high-efficiency mono PERC and
bifacial modules. These technologies will be dominant in the upcoming years, also in
India, as we will be following the global trend. 


Interview by Uma Gupta
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Giving it a whirl in Krabi
Bifacial modules combined with PV trackers are a hot industry topic and
the first large-scale installations are now online. But investors are still
figuring out the right balance between capex and yield gains, leaving EPC
service providers stuck at the drawing board.

“

It was the right
time for us to make
a move into this
new technology

”

IB Vogt’s first 5 MW bifacial solar and tracking PV
plant was installed in Krabi, Thailand.

Photo: Lars Griehl, IB Vogt
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uilding solar plants has become a
game of marginal gains, and IB Vogt’s
procurement director, Patrick Zenker,
knows a thing or two about this subject. He recently met with pv magazine
to explain that in the end, solar plants are
financial products, and that the right balance between componentry, costs and
engineering must be found. “The financial model and the right system balance is
what matters,” says Zenker.
In the past, EPC service providers such
as IB Vogt were proficient at optimizing
solar PV plants by ensuring that the balance-of-system costs were just right and
by making the best possible use of land.
Now, Zenker says, trackers are technically
so mature that they can be used at scale
in various parts of the world, and when
combined with bifacial modules, they can
boost a plant’s production even further.
While this sounds great at first, he does
caution that there is still a learning curve
that EPCs will have to go through.
Adapting to market advancements in
pairing the two technologies, IB Vogt has
finished a bifacial and tracking system
in Krabi, Thailand. Featuring Arctech’s
SkySmart tracking system, the new project
has 5 MW of capacity. “In Thailand, everything came together for us. The investor,
the land, the supply chain – everything
looked right to do our first bifacial tracking system,” Zenker enthuses. “It was the
right time for us to make a move into this
new technology.”
Finding that right balance when examining land characteristics is fundamental to any project that incorporates bifacial modules. This includes determining
whether the ground is flat enough for
trackers, as well as a site’s potential albedo.
But land prices are also a critical consideration. Rows for a tracker system are set
further apart than with fixed-tilt installations, and with bifacial trackers, they are
typically even further apart. “This means
you have a lower ground cover ratio, but

on the other hand, gains from the rearside,” he explains.
The height of the installation will influence how much gain there will be from the
backside of the modules. “It’s quite obvious that when the modules are higher,
more light can get under the system to be
reflected off the ground,” Zenker explains.
But a higher elevated tracker means wind
loads have a stronger impact on the system design, so the profile thickness of
the post needs to be increased – and that
comes at a price.
In Thailand, the company has not fully
delved into this level of optimization.
Instead, IB Vogt is trying to collect data
before bifacial and tracking technology
goes even larger. Suppliers such as Arctech
Solar are delivering a blueprint solution
with significant R&D investment, but
EPCs routinely develop further off this to
find their sweet spot. Height, ground cover
ratio and increased capex are factored
against higher yields, LCOE and power
purchase agreements, so finding a balance
almost becomes a dance with the numbers
for EPCs. Zenker says that tracking with
bifacial tech is a calculation that works and
makes sense. He explains that projects utilizing the combined technologies will likely
achieve gains of 10-20%.
IB Vogt is currently installing two additional bifacial projects with Arctech’s
SkySmart tracking system in Southeast
Asia. Both are scheduled to be commissioned this year. However, the developer
says that it still installs 80% of its projects
with fixed-tilt racking. With the potential
for increased yields, why don’t all installations feature trackers with bifacial modules? Zenker swiftly answers that trackers
require considerably more effort during
the development and construction phase.
Experienced construction personnel need
to be on site, and a foreman crew needs
to travel to the supplier and begin building test tables. And in the field, packaging
needs to be spot on to avoid the intrusion
of dust into delicate parts.
“We will see where it goes in the future,”
says Zenker. “It is not easy to set up; it
requires some O&M effort. But if it works,
from a financial perspective – there is
nothing better.” 
Marian Willuhn
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Bifacial tracking
grows on new designs
The growing global market for bifacial solar panels on trackers is expanding with new designs and more intense
research and development on a range of fronts. The more complex requirements of bifacial panel systems are
resulting in early adopter rewards of double-digit yield boosts for clients. As a result, the percentage of bifacial
systems is expected to increase rapidly over the next few years.
host of tracker companies have
released or are releasing new model
designs that are optimized for bifacial
panels. The global leaders in tracker supply have all released bifacial-optimized
systems. One new manufacturer design
scheduled for commercial availability in
early 2020 is Arctech Solar’s SkySmart2
tracking system. Indeed, the Chinese
manufacturer expects to improve its global
tracker sales position – currently fourth in
the world by volume – as demand for bifacial systems increases.
“Bifacial tracker systems will become
much more popular, because of the yield
increase. These bifacial panels and our
new tracker – which has a lower capex
requirement – will make far more projects viable,” reckons Guy Rong, the president of Arctech Solar’s global business. “The major reason we designed
SkySmart2 was to offer a better economic
return for projects.”
One basic reason that bifacial tracker
designs will become increasingly accepted
as cost beneficial is that less DC equipment
is needed to provide the same energy yield
as a single-axis tracker or a fixed-tilt system. The use of less equipment to produce
an equal or superior yield lends an overall efficiency of up to 5% across a bifacial
tracker system, according to Peter John-

Photos: Arctech Solar
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son, a senior project engineer at AWS
Truepower, the recently acquired advisory
unit of Underwriters Laboratory.
Ongoing industry research and field
tests of bifacial panel optimization shows
that the number of variables in enhancing performance is substantially higher
than in a simple mono-facial solar sys-
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This 125 MW bifacial solar power plant in Oman
features Arctech’s SkySmart tracker technology.

tem, whether fixed tilt or tracker-supported. Key factors include those that
affect albedo, or ground-reflected light,
which has already been shown to boost
yield by 15-20% or more. Early research
in Europe by Fraunhofer ISE suggests
that further system optimizations could
push the bifacial boost as high as 30%,
or even more.

Modeling performance
Software modeling of the performance
of bifacial tracker systems has been a particular challenge, and close to a dozen
field tests of the tech combination are now
underway at US Department of Energysupported laboratories, across both universities and private sites. These tests are
aimed at reducing the difference between
modeled performance predictions and
actual performance.
Major US bifacial tracker research players include Arizona State University, Black
& Veatch, CFV Solar Test Laboratory,
DNV GL, University of Iowa, National
Renewable Energy Laboratory, and Sandia
National Laboratories. Others are joining
the work in an effort to help develop standards for design.
The first waves of bifacial tracker performance figures are already out, and
more extended data sets are expected by
the end of this year. As more field data
is analyzed and performance modeling
is further tweaked, bankers will become

18

more willing to risk project loans using
bifacial tracker technologies.
The growth rate for bifacial tracker
adoption is expected to take off rapidly
over the next decade. The International
Technology Roadmap for Photovoltaic (ITRPV), produced by the German
Mechanical Engineering Industry Association (VDMA), predicts that bifacial
modules will account for 10% of the total
world market share of PV modules by
2020, and more than 30% by 2028.
The long list of factors affecting bifacial tracker systems begins with the basic
concepts of solar light capture. “Bifacial
performance is very project specific,
depending on the soil conditions, the
topography, the field layout and shading,” explains Rong. “We have conducted
extensive research and testing of these
factors on our new system, to make sure
it is really robust.”
The type and color of ground cover
is crucial to albedo value enhancement.
While standard desert soil may provide
only a 20% addition of reflected light,
snow can provide 90% or more groundreflected light. As a result, many of the
ongoing field tests are including several
different ground cover types to determine
the cost/benefit of modifying the ground
cover at a potential bifacial tracker site.
Some researchers are testing metallic and
plastic reflective surfaces as well.
The high albedo that snow presents
also means that bifacial trackers may
penetrate vast new geographic zones
of low insolation, like in the northern
United States, where single-axis trackers often do not perform well enough to
justify the additional cost over a fixedtilt solution. The University of Alaska
is conducting field tests with vertically
mounted bifacial solar panels in an effort
to determine whether the state should
adopt the technology.
Ground shading from the tracker structure is therefore a major consideration in
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bifacial tracker design. While some manufacturers, such as Arctech Solar, have
settled on the two-in-portrait (2P) panel
table design with horizontal spacing
between the panels over the torque tube,
other tracker manufacturers have opted
for one-in-portrait designs centered over
the tube, and are still coping with the issue
of tube shading. Research on the impact of
the specific shapes of various torque tubes
on shading is ongoing.
As more 2P designs emerge, another
research factor to be considered for bifa-

amounted to about 25% of overall sales;
last year, exports were up to 30%, and
based on our sales from the first half of
this year, exports will likely represent
more than 50% of total sales in 2019,”
says Rong.
He expects global growth in all geographies. “We now have seven regional
offices worldwide,” Rong says. “Several
major markets are moving very fast for us
in Latin America, including Mexico, Brazil and Chile. The next big regional market for us will be the Middle East, where

“

Bifacial tracker adoption is expected to
take off rapidly over the next decade

cial tracker designs is wind resistance,
because panels are extended further from
the central support of the torque tube. “We
are continuing to do wind tunnel testing
and working heavily with the data. Wind
tests can help us understand the fundamentals of the tracker product better and
in this industry there is a need to analyze
fundamentals before adding bells and
whistles,” says Rong.

Beyond bifacial trackers
Arctech Solar may be best known for
its new SkySmart2 bifacial tracker, but
overall company sales thus far have been
dominated by fixed-tilt and monofacial
panel systems.
“About 50% of our sales were trackers
last year, and the percentage for 2019 will
be higher,” adds Rong.
Export sales are growing rapidly for the
company. “Two years ago, our exports

”

we already have a good position,” he says.
Arctech also has shipped trackers to projects in Vietnam, Mexico, Australia, Turkey, Kazakhstan, Brazil, China, Greece,
India, Indonesia, Japan, Namibia, Oman,
Jordon, Malawi, Spain and Thailand.
To continue financing such global
growth, Arctech Solar is launching an initial public offering of its shares on the Chinese stock market, with plans for trading
to start by early 2020.
“We have been working with private
equity investors for several years, but we
want to build up a bigger financial platform, to raise more capital,” Rong says.
And he hints that the IPO in China
may be followed by further offerings
on other international stock exchanges.
“We want to launch in China first,
then we will see what we may do in
other markets.” 
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Full-scope technology
for challenging sites
Arctech Solar has amassed a broad technology portfolio of solar array
designs, drawing on its full line of solutions, which range from fixed
structures to its horizontal 1P SkyLine tracker, in addition to the 2P
SkySmart tracker, which is optimized for bifacial panels.

D

rawing on the flexibility of the
Arctech Solar product portfolio, the
company has developed several new projects around the world. These new projects add to the 19 GW of global installations that Arctech Solar has already
worked on with each of its solar mounting system technologies.

eral hundred million dollars for a group
of model IE Nova solar projects, including the Benjamin Hill installation. The
multilateral loan will likely help developers of other large-scale solar projects
like Benjamin Hill.

Mobilong Solar Farm
Arctech Solar provided its 1P SkyLine horizontal tracker solution to the 5 MW Mobilong solar project in Australia for Balance

Benjamin Hill Solar
Among the many regional markets where
Arctech has made inroads, one recent
first for the company was the $130 million Infrastructura Energética Nova project at Benjamin Hill, in Sonora, Mexico.
It supported the 167 MW array with its
SkySmart technology.
“After evaluating different tracker suppliers and models, we concluded that
Arctech’s two-in-portrait system would
provide a better fit in terms of optimization of space,” said Ivan Lopez, project manager at IE Nova, which developed
the project. “This capability enabled us to
have a portion of the project crossing a gas
pipeline and a transmission line. Another
benefit of the design enabled us to avoid
current induction interference typically
produced by the direct current cathodic
protection system.”
Arctech Solar provided the IE Nova
team with on-site consultants, spanning
the duration of the project, from predelivery through construction. Power
from the facility will be provided to Mexican department store chain El Puerto
de Liverpool under a 15-year power purchase agreement.
Serving as a blueprint installation in
Mexico, the World Bank’s private sector
investment arm, International Finance
Corp. (IFC), is considering a loan of sev-
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The Arctech Solar product portfolio
SkySmart tracking system

SkySmart is specially designed for bifacial modules that can tolerate a North-South terrain slope of
20%, with its design of two rows of modules in portrait. The technology can support 90 modules in
a row with just seven foundations per system. The company says its SkySmart tracking system has a
double pitch risk-free drive-through cleaning advantage.

SkyLine tracking system

SkyLine is an independent horizontal single-axis tracker that can support up to 90 panels. The
tracker has a movement range of about 60 degrees and is more cost effective to design for wind
requirements. The tracker also has a North-South slope tolerance of about 20%, which the company
says is “the largest N-S slope ever in the tracker industry.”

Arctracker Pro tracking system

The Arctracker Pro solution’s key feature is redundancy design: one primary system and a backup
that automatically performs a switch-over in the event of primary failure.

Fixed structures

Arctech Solar rounds out its portfolio with fixed mount structures, offering single-pole and dualpole fixed-tilt solutions. Neither of these products require welding at project sites, which the company says can lower construction costs.

Photo: Arctech Solar

Utility Solutions. It was Arctech’s first successfully commissioned project in Australia, and involved customized engineering
to optimize the site.
“The approach for this project was to
limit the amount of preparatory civil
works required to construct the system.
For smaller site footprints a tracking system is often necessary to meet energy yield
targets, so having Arctech Solar’s independent tracking systems – with the flexibil-
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The 167 MW Benjamin Hill solar project in
Mexico uses Arctech Solar’s SkySmart tech.

The 5 MW Mobilong project in Australia when under construction.

ity to handle undulatory land conditions
and an appreciable gradient – helped minimize cut and fill costs for this project,”
says Jake May, an electrical engineer for
Balance Utility Systems.
SkyLine’s self-powered array features
also helped to limit the cost of trenching and cabling. “A self-powered tracking
system makes good sense from a material
and installation perspective, as generally
less cable is required in comparison to
tracking systems dependent upon a reticulated power supply,” notes May.

Trungnam Group expects the combination
of trackers and fixed structures at this project
in Vietnam to increase total power output by
up to 26%.

Integrating solar and wind
In yet a third technology application,
Arctech Solar supplied the 258 MW
Trung Nam solar array in Vietnam with a
combination of SkyLine and fixed structure designs. The project involved pair-

ing PV with existing wind generators at
a seaside site with land constraints.
“We opted to deploy the best combination of trackers and fixed structures to ensure we met the land-use
requirements of the Vietnamese government,” said Tam Tien Nguyen, CEO of
Trungnam Group. “The energy production of the combined trackers and fixed
structures will increase overall yield by
up to 26%.”
Arctech Solar was asked to develop
the site layout to avoid any shading of
the solar array by the wind generators,
while still fitting the solar PV project
into a small footprint of usable land.
By optimizing the squeezed site with a
tracker layout solution, Arctech Solar
maximized the output. Overall, the
project included more than 70,000 solar
panels and 45 wind turbines.
“We were cautious to select suppliers for this key equipment. We believe
this project will have higher economic
returns compared with fixed mounting structures by adopting the Arctech
innovative SkyLine tracking system,”
Nguyen said.
Apart from sourcing enough firm soil
for the development of the project location, another site-specific precaution was
the use of anti-corrosion, pre-galvanized
steel to protect the structure from the
salty environment. The project is the first
wind and solar hybrid integration in the
country, and the largest renewable energy
development in Vietnam. 


Charles W. Thurston
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Expanding R&D: optimizations
for bifacial boost
Arctech Solar’s new SkySmart2 solar tracker design has been optimized to capture the maximum energy boost
from bifacial panels. Combined with the manufacturer’s site-specific engineering, company officials suggest that
the design virtually guarantees the best boost in the industry.

S

kySmart2 is the latest offering from
Arctech Solar, which has 19 GW of
cumulative mounting capacity installed
throughout the world. The company’s
suite of mounting products includes
fixed-tilt structures and an impressive
tracker portfolio. The tracker collection includes Arctracker Pro, featuring a
push-pull design for flat sites, and SkyLine
with one panel in portrait. It also includes
SkySmart, which features two panels in
portrait for challenging topographies.
The company’s continuing design efforts
include both structural engineering and
software-based improvements and have
been heavily backed by R&D investments.

Site challenges
The cost of site preparations can add heavily to the overall levelized cost of energy
(LCOE) in locations where land is not flat
and featureless. Two modules in portrait
(2P) architecture means fewer posts than
1P trackers for the same number of panels, which improves the economics while
simultaneously reducing grading volume. Arctech Solar has engineered its new
SkySmart2 tracker design to minimize
the need for ground preparation and to
broaden the potential geographical market for 2P trackers.
“SkySmart2 was developed to be
deployed in topographically constrained
sites,” says Pedro Magalhães, Arctech
Solar’s director of global engineering
and R&D. “We also customize every single tracker project for the site conditions, optimizing each individual crosssection – it’s really project engineering
customization.”
One key design feature of the new system is the high panel-to-post ratio. “With
the two-in-portrait panel orientation on
the SkySmart2, we can assemble 120 modules on just nine posts, for a substantial

reduction in steel compared with the competition,” suggests Magalhães.
The two-in-portrait architecture also
helps maximize the albedo or groundreflected light because the panels are
positioned away from the torque tube
and are mounted higher with respect
to the ground. “The 2P allows for a gap
in between panels that prevents shading. The posts are also taller so the panels are placed at a further distance from
the ground, whereas with the 1P design,
there is always torque tube shading and
the back surface is too close to the ground
to really maximize the effect of reflected
light,” Magalhães says.
But due to longer chords, 2P tracking
systems have been challenged by dynamic
instability under wind loading. The new
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Arctech Solar CTO Bruce Wang accepted this
certification from George Kelly, secretary of IEC TC82,
for the manufacturer’s expertise and leadership in R&D.

CPP and Arctech Solar have partnered for
innovative R&D work, with full-scale aeroelastic
wind tunnel testing.

Photo: CPP
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Arctech tracker has been designed to
avoid excessive rotation, which it says
could cause torsional galloping effects.
The company is in the midst of advanced
wind tunnel testing of its trackers to help
eliminate these challenges. With wind
tunnel partner CPP, Arctech Solar is
obtaining the torsional movement across
the entire array field directly from the
empirical wind tunnel test.
“Instead of analytical aeroelastic calculations, Arctech Solar and CPP use
flexible tracker models, which mimic
stiffness and damping ratios of trackers installed in the field. This is an innovative research step that Arctech is pioneering,” says Magalhães.
The proof of the company’s R&Dbacked design efforts may be measured
in market acceptance. The company says
it has deployed approximately 2.2 GW of
SkyLine and SkySmart tracking systems in
the last two years.

AI augments performance
Arctech Solar’s more recent advances
in software include a marriage of workhorse algorithms and self-learning artificial intelligence. Combining the potential
gains in energy yield that such algorithmsplus-AI can present, the manufacturer
hopes to improve overall energy yields by
as much as 6%, according to Bruce Wang,
CTO of Arctech Solar. “Our AI structure
and solution is quite different from our
competitors,” he explains.
One key use of AI by Arctech Solar is
comparing orientation and shading within
array sites that contain varied topogra-

phies. “If an array is on flat ground, you
can readily calculate optimal orientation,
but when an array is on varied topography with trackers at different heights, the
problem is more complex,” Wang says.
“So we sought to optimize the trackers in
an array based on the actual height of the
tracker tables.”
Another part of the complexity of calculating optimal tracker orientation is
the broad number of variables affecting
albedo when bifacial panels are utilized.
“We are using AI to analyze the performance of different manufacturers’ bifacial
panels with multiple sensor detection to
optimize the control master for total yield
output,” Wang says.
Similarly, Arctech Solar is harnessing
AI to analyze the energy output from different manufacturers’ string inverters so
that the entire array is optimized for yield.
Wang adds that a third way Arctech Solar
is using AI is in the comparison of different solar arrays within a cloud database.
Gathering all this data from different
points in an array can be limited by the
quality of the telecommunications technology employed within and among
arrays. To enhance the practical distance
of communication transmission and to
reduce the number of collection or repeating points, Arctech Solar has adopted
Long Range telecom (LoRa), while keeping Zigbee technology as an option.

Improving international standards
Arctech Solar has invested heavily in R&D
over the past decade. The company set up
a tracker test laboratory, authorized by
TÜV SÜD, which became the first tracker
test laboratory in China to be certified by
a third-party organization.
The company’s ambitious R&D work
with trackers has enabled it to become
a driving force in the generation of
new international standards under the
auspices of the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) and the
International Organization for Standardization. Arctech Solar has also
been involved in several IEC initiatives, including its unique invitation
from the group to join the IEC TC82
Working Group 7, which includes topics on safety, performance and testing
of solar trackers.
“It is very important to promote international standards for trackers so that all
suppliers’ meet minimum requirements,”
concludes Wang. 
Charles W. Thurston
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